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Abstract— The Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) is a non-

linear estimator that is particularly well suited for complex

nonlinear systems. In the UKF, the error covariance is estimated

by propagating forward a set of “sigma points,” which sample

the state space at intelligently chosen locations. However, the

number of sigma points required scales linearly with the

dimension of the system, so for large-dimensional systems

such as weather models, the approach becomes intractable.

This paper presents an approximate version of the UKF, in

which the error covariance is represented by a reduced-rank

approximation, thereby substantially reducing the number of

sigma points required. The method is demonstrated on a one-

dimensional atmospheric model known as the Lorenz 96 model,

and the performance is shown to be close to that of a full-order

UKF.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many filters have been developed for the estimation of
nonlinear systems, beginning with the widely used Extended
Kalman Filter (EKF) [6]. The EKF approximates the dy-
namic and measurement equations with a linearized system
model so that the traditional Kalman Filter [11] equations
can be applied. The EKF presents two main difficulties: the
tangent linear models may be difficult to derive and the
first order approximation of the errors between the true and
estimated states may lead to poor filter performance and even
divergence of the filter.

There is a growing family of alternative filters for non-
linear systems that we will refer to as derivativeless, en-
semble methods. The error covariances for these methods
are approximated by an evolving ensemble of states prop-
agated forward with full nonlinear equations rather than a
single state and linearized system equations. Derivativeless,
ensemble filters are generally easier to implement than the
EKF, as one does not require a tangent to the nonlinear map
describing the dynamics and measurements.

The Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) [10] is one such filter,
particularly useful for strongly nonlinear systems as it has
provable second-order accuracy in approximating the error
covariances. One evolves an ensemble of deterministically
computed “sigma points” for mean and covariance updates.
The sigma points are recomputed every iteration of the
filter to prevent diminishing rank in the error covariance.
In this sense, the UKF belongs to a class of filters known as
Sigma-Point Kalman Filters (SPKF) [19], which includes the
analogous Central-Difference Kalman Filter (CDKF) [16].
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The Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF) [3] is another deriva-
tiveless ensemble method in which “ensemble members” are
selected by Monte Carlo sampling. For the basic EnKF,
the ensemble is not recomputed every filter iteration as in
the SPKFs, so the rank of the error covariance is prone to
collapse for undersized ensembles.

For the above ensemble methods, the efficiency of the
algorithms is inversely proportional to the system dimension
as more points will be needed to adequately sample high
dimensional error spaces. For systems such as numerical
weather models that may have an O(106) dimensional state-
space, the number of points required makes SPKF methods
unfeasible.

EnKF methods using very small ensembles have had some
success for state and parameter estimation in atmosphere
general-circulation models [2] when used in conjunction
with the techniques of inflation and covariance localisation,
designed to reduce the risk of filter divergence due to
sampling errors. Inflation rescales the ensemble of points by
increasing their distance from the mean [4], though there is
no clear method for determining the optimal scale factor. Lo-
calisation increases the effective rank of the error covariance
by discarding unrealistic cross-covariances between distant
grid points in the assimilation [7]. Both techniques increase
the complexity of the filter. Additionally, EnKF methods are
not as easily implemented for systems in which both the
state and measurement noise are nonlinearly related though
the measurement operator.

Several solutions to the derivativeless, ensemble filtering
problem for large systems have been proposed and these
generally fall into two categories: reduced models, for exam-
ple [5], [15], [14], and reduced filters, such as [8], [18], [12],
[1]. The goal of reduced models is to approximate the true
system equations with a lower dimensional model that can be
filtered by the usual techniques. On the other hand, the goal
of reduced-filter methods is to span almost all of the error
space with fewer vectors in the most uncertain directions
while preserving the dynamics of the full dimensional model.

Of the reduced-filter approaches, none of the methods have
been developed generally enough to handle systems in which
the dynamic and measurement equations are both nonlinear
and process and measurement noise are not purely linearly
additive. For this type of system, the SPKFs are a natu-
ral starting point for developing a new reduced algorithm.
Recent work by [1] applied the error subspace statistical
estimation (ESSE) technique of [12] to the UKF for linear
measurement operators. Our work presented here may be
viewed as extending the ESSE approach to include nonlinear
measurements.
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In this paper, we introduce an efficient, easily imple-
mented, deterministic filter technique for large systems. We
take advantage of strengths of the UKF: high accuracy, sim-
ple application to nonlinear noise and nonlinear operators,
derivative-free implementation, and we modify the traditional
equations to allow for adaptive rank in the error covariance.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II is divided
into two parts: a review of the general equations underlying
nonlinear filters followed by an outline of the original UKF.
Section III outlines our adaptive-covariance-rank approach
to the UKF. Section IV demonstrates the approach on a
one-dimensional atmospheric model known as the Lorenz 96
model.

II. FILTER REVIEW

This section provides an overview of commonly used filter
equations for nonlinear systems in part II-A, followed by the
specific UKF filter equations in part II-B. We review these
concepts now to assist in the comparison of the original UKF
with our modified adaptive-rank version in the following
section.

A. Filter conceptual framework
In general, filter algorithms follow a common two-step

format where, after initialization, the system state estimate
and error covariance are first forecast in time according
to a dynamic model, and second, corrected by a set of
observations to the extent possible given measurement errors.

Consider the following discrete-time, nonlinear system,

xk = f (xk−1,uk,wk)

yk = hk(xk,uk,vk)
(1)

where f is a forward model operator and hk is a measurement
operator that may vary every k-th filter iteration, as in, for
example, a moving sensor network. The system state, xk is
Lx-dimensional with covariance

Px
k = E[(xk −E(xk))(xk −E(xk))

T ].

The system has known input uk. The system also has
unknown input wk, which is Lw-dimensional zero-mean
Gaussian process noise with covariance Rw

k = E[wkwT
k ]. The

system outputs yk may be a function of Lv-dimensional
zero-mean Gaussian measurement noise vk, with covariance
Rv

k = E[vkvT
k ]. For implementation of the UKF, one typically

considers an augmented system of dimension L = Lx +Lw +
Lv, in which the noise variables are appended to the state
vector:

xaug
k =




xk
wk
vk



 .

Assuming there is no cross-correlation between the state
and noise variables, we form the augmented block-diagonal
covariance matrix

Pk =




Px

k 0 0
0 Rw

k 0
0 0 Rv

k



 . (2)

In the forecast step, filters provide estimates, x f
k and Px f

k ,
of the state, xk and its covariance at a future time according
to the following,

x f
k = E[ f (xk−1,uk,wk)]

Px f

k = E[(xk − x f
k )(xk − x f

k )
T ]

In the measurement update, the following equations are used
to provide the corrected quantities, often called the state and
covariance after analysis:

xa
k = x f

k +Kk(yk −E(yk)) (3)

Pxa

k = Px f

k −KkPyy
k KT

k . (4)

Here, the gain
Kk = Pxy

k (Pyy
k )−1 (5)

weights the correction based on the relative contribution
to the overall uncertainty from dynamic and measurement
factors. The matrices Pxy

k and Pyy
k are the state-measurement

error cross-covariance and measurement error covariance,
and are given by

Pxy
k = E[(xk − x f

k )(yk −E(yk))
T ]

Pyy
k = E[(yk −E(yk))(yk −E(yk))

T ].

For detailed derivations of these equations, see, for instance,
[17]. Specific filter implementations vary in their assump-
tions about the system (for example, linearity), and in their
approximations of the expected values and error covariances
in the above expressions.

B. The Unscented Kalman Filter
In this section, we provide a review of the approximations

made in a typical unscented Kalman filter (UKF) [10]. The
main idea behind the UKF is to approximate xaug

k and its
covariance Pk, using a matrix of weighted points from the
augmented state space called sigma points, denoted χk. The
sigma points are chosen such that their mean and covariance
equals the mean, x̄aug

k−1 and covariance, Pa
k after the previous

iterations’ analysis. The χk are transformed by the nonlinear
maps f and hk of (1) and the transformed statistics give the
approximations for Px f

k , Pxy
k , and Pyy

k .
There are several choices for sigma point sets that satisfy

the mean and covariance constraints. We apply our adaptive-
rank algorithm to the symmetrically distributed 2L+ 1 set
of points below in equation (6). We will be extending the
algorithm to alternate sigma point sets in future work.

The sigma points are computed as

χ(0)
k = x̄aug

k−1

χ(i)
k = x̄aug

k−1 +
�
(L+λ )

�
Pk−1

(i)
, i = 1, . . . ,L

χ(i+L)
k = x̄aug

k−1 −
�
(L+λ )

�
Pk−1

(i)
, i = 1, . . . ,L

(6)

where
√

Pk−1
(i) is the i-th column of a square root or

Cholesky factorization of the covariance matrix at the anal-
ysis step of the previous iteration, Pa

k−1. Additionally, χ(i)
k

denotes the i-th column of the L × (2L + 1) sigma point



matrix χk. The corresponding covariance weights, given as
in the scaled-unscented transformation [9], are

ω(0)
c,k =

λ
L+λ

+1−α2 +β

ω(i)
c,k =

1
2(L+λ )

i = 1, . . . ,2L,
(7)

where λ = α2(L+κ)−L. Here κ is the original parameter
from the unscaled transformation affecting the accuracy of
the higher order moments of χk. Setting κ = 3−L leads to
a mean and covariance with up to fourth order accuracy.
For systems of dimension greater than 3, a negative κ
may cause loss of positive-definiteness in the covariance so
[9] introduced the scaled-unscented transformation. As the
scaling parameter α ∈ (0,1] approaches zero, the original
sigma points are drawn into a ball of decreasing radius thus
minimizing the effects of error in higher order moments
for large-dimensional systems. The parameter β > 0, in the
zero-th covariance weight, provides an additional degree of
freedom by which 4th-order error may be minimized. For
the most concise notation, we write the weights as the
(2L+ 1)× (2L+ 1) diagonal matrix Ωc,k with the weights
ω(i)

c,k as the diagonal entries. Mean weights, ω(i)
m,k, are identical

to the covariance weights of (7) except that the zero-weight
is ω(0)

m,k = λ/(L+λ ).
To further simplify the notation for covariances, we denote

the matrix of perturbations about the mean state after χk is
forecast as Ak = f (χk)− χ̄k. Here χ̄k is a matrix the size of
χk whose columns all equal the forecast mean

x f
k = E[ f (χk)] =

2L

∑
i=0

ω(i)
m,kχ(i) f

k . (8)

Similarly, the matrix of perturbations about the mean
output after the measurement transformation is Yk = hk(χ f

k )−
E[hk(χ f

k )] thus we can write the covariances of the sigma
points as,

Px
k = AkΩkAT

k (9)
Pxy

k = AkΩkY T
k (10)

Pyy
k = YkΩkY T

k . (11)

The following algorithm summarizes the steps described
above for the full-rank UKF:

Algorithm 1: Unscented Kalman Filter

1) Initialize Pa
0 and x̄aug

0 = [xa
0 0 0]T

2) For k = 1 to ∞
a) Calculate sigma points according to (6)-(7)
b) Forecast or Dynamic Update

i) Forecast each sigma point by χ f
k = f (χk)

ii) Compute x f
k (8)and form Ak to find Px f

k by (9)

c) Analysis or Measurement Update
i) Map the forecast sigma points in measure-

ment space by hk(χk) and form Yk

ii) Compute the covariances, Pxy
k and Pyy

k (10)–
(11), and the weighting matrix Kk (5)

iii) Compute the analysis xa
k and Pxa

k according to
equations (3)–(4)

iv) Form the augmented covariance Pa
k (2) and

state x̄aug
k = [xa

k 0 0]T for the next iteration

III. ADAPTIVE-COVARIANCE-RANK UNSCENTED
KALMAN FILTER

In this section, we present modifications to the full-rank
UKF to improve the computational efficiency of the algo-
rithm with minimal loss in accuracy. For high-dimensional
systems, the dominant costs come from the 2L+1 forward
model integrations of step 2(b)i and the storage and com-
putation of the L× L covariance matrix of step 2(b)ii and
2(c)iii in Algorithm 1. Adapting the linear method of [12] to
general nonlinear systems, our approach reduces the cost of
computation in two ways. First, we decrease the number of
sigma points, and therefore the covariance rank, by keeping
only those points that span the dominant eigenvectors of the
error space. Second, we directly update a factored form of Px

k
avoiding manipulations of the full sized matrix. We call the
approach adaptive rather than reduced because there is an
opportunity for the covariance rank to grow again when the
sigma point ensemble is reformed, symmetrically perturbed
about the mean, and forecast by the nonlinear dynamics. The
rank grows and decays with the number of dominant error
directions.

A. Reducing the number of sigma points
We form the singular value decomposition of the pertur-

bation matrix, Ak =UkΣkV T
k . A reduced-rank approximation

of Px
k is obtained by retaining the first pk singular values,

σ j, such that
∑pk

j=1 σ j

∑L
j=1 σ j

= 0.99, (12)

corresponding to 99% of the total variance. We truncate the
dimensions of Uk, Σk, and Vk to form the reduced matrices
Urk, Σrk, and V rk which have dimension Lx × pk, pk × pk,
and (2L+1)× pk, respectively.

The perturbation matrix is now approximated by

Ak ≈UrkΣrkV rT
k , (13)

so that with substitution into (9), the reduced-
rank approximation of the error covariance is
Px

k ≈UrkΣrkV rT
k Ωc,kV rkΣrkUrT

k .
We also reduce the rank of Rw

k and Rv
k separately by

similarly truncating their respective singular values at pw
k

and pv
k. If these matrices are constant this may be computed

offline as part of the initialization routine. We then use Urw
k ,

Σrw
k , and Urv

k, Σrv
k when forming the sigma point sets.

B. Measurement update in factored form
To find Urk and Σrk after analysis, we begin by rewrit-

ing (4) in terms of only covariances,

Pxa

k = Px f

k −Pxy
k (Pyy

k )−1(Pxy
k )T . (14)



Being symmetric, Pxa

k has an eigenvalue decomposition Pxa

k =
Ura

k(Σra
k)

2(Ura
k)

T . Substituting equations (9)–(11) and (13)
gives

Ura
k(Σra

k)
2(Ura

k)
T = AkΩc,kAT

k −AkΩc,kY T
k (Pyy

k )−1YkΩc,kAT
k

≈Ur f
k Σr f

k (V r f
k )

T

· [Ωc,k −Ωc,kY T
k (Pyy

k )−1YkΩc,k]

·V r f
k Σr f

k (Ur f
k )

T

=Ur f
k Πk(Ur f

k )
T

=Ur f
k HkΛkHT

k (Ur f
k )

T ,
(15)

where in the final step we have replaced Πk with its eigen-
value decomposition since it is symmetric as in [12]. Thus
we arrive at the update equations

Ura
k =Ur f

k Hk (16)

Σra
k =

�
Λk. (17)

On the next iteration of the algorithm, there will be 2Lrk+
1 sigma points, where Lrk = pk + pw

k + pv
k, given by

χ(0)
k = x̄aug

k−1

χ(i)
k = x̄aug

k−1 +
�
(Lrk +λ )S(i)k , i = 1, . . . ,Lr

χ(i+Lrk)
k = x̄aug

k−1 −
�
(Lrk +λ )S(i)k , i = 1, . . . ,Lr

(18)

with corresponding weights defined as in (7) with L replaced
by Lrk. The S(i)k are the i columns of the block-diagonal
Lrk ×Lrk dimensional covariance matrix square root

Sk =




Ura

k Σra
k 0 0

0 Urw
k Σrw

k 0
0 0 Urv

kΣrv
k



 (19)

Note that we need only keep track of the Urk and Σrk in
creating the next set of sigma points, and in practice we never
need to reconstruct the full sized Px

k . Algorithm 2 summarizes
the steps for the adaptive-rank UKF.

Algorithm 2: Adaptive Unscented Kalman Filter

1) Initialize Pa
0 and x̄aug

0 = [xa
0 0 0]T

2) For k = 1 to ∞
a) Calculate sigma points and weights as in (18)
b) Forecast or Dynamic Update

i) Forecast each sigma point by χ f
k = f (χk)

ii) Compute x f
k as in (8) and form Ak

iii) Compute the reduced-rank approximation of
Ak, Rw

k , and Rv
k as in (12)-(13) to find Ur f

k ,
Σr f

k , V r f
k , and the reduced noise matrices

c) Analysis or Measurement Update
i) Map the forecast sigma points in measure-

ment space by hk(χ f
k ) and form Yk

ii) Compute the covariances, Pxy
k and Pyy

k (10)-
(11), and the weighting matrix Kk (5)

iii) Compute the analysis xa
k and factors Ura

k and
Σra

k according to (3), (16), and (17)

iv) Form the augmented covariance root Sa
k (19)

and state x̄aug
k = [xa

k 0 0]T for the next
iteration

IV. TEST PROBLEM

We illustrate the performance of the adaptive algorithm on
an abstract model of a one-dimensional atmosphere derived
by Lorenz [13], from here on referred to as the L96 system.
We chose this system of J coupled ODEs because the
dimension is easily scaled and the chaotic behavior and
timescale of predictability are representative of that found
in more realistic weather models. However, the dynamics
are only loosely connected to the real atmosphere in that
the system is externally forced by constant F , with internal
dissipation and advection from the linear and quadratic terms
respectively. The evolution equations are below.

dx j

dt
= (x j+1 − x j−2)x j−1 − x j +F

The system is closed by cycling the indices such that x j+J =
x j−J = x j. The x j can be thought of as a scalar atmospheric
quantity, like temperature, at discrete longitudes, j, dispersed
about a single latitude ring. The L96 system is discretized
in time with a time step of 0.05 normalized time units using
a fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration scheme. The same
discretization is used in the filter’s forecast simulations and
in a truth run (shown in figure 1.b) used to generate the
observed data. For both the filter simulations and the truth
run, we set the forcing to F = 8, a value for which the system
behaves chaotically. Process noise is introduced in the truth
run by adding zero mean Gaussian noise w with standard
deviation 0.01 to all J state equations at each integration
time step.

To demonstrate the filter performance when the obser-
vations are a nonlinear function of both the state and the
measurement noise, we add Gaussian noise with 0.1 standard
deviation to the truth run and then square the noisy data.
Finally to simulate sparse observations, the squared data is
sampled at M random grid points every 0.1 time units, as in

ym = (xm + vm)
2.

for m = 1...M where 1 ≤ M ≤ J. Moving sensors are a
common feature of weather-observing systems, which rely
heavily on adaptive sensor networks. The filter algorithm
easily accounts for the variable measurement operator. Figure
1.a shows the observed field with dots at each point in space
and time where a measurement is sampled.

In this simple example, Lx = Lw = J = 40, but may be
increased in future experiments, and Lv = M = 20. Thus the
overall dimension of the system is L = J+J+M = 100, for
a total of 201 sigma points. While the standard deviations
of the true process and measurement noises are 0.01 and
0.1, respectively, it is unlikely these values would be known
precisely in reality so the estimates provided to the filter in
Rw and Rv are overestimated by double as 0.02 and 0.2. The
initial state covariance has a variance of 4.0e-4 along the
diagonal.



We run the assimilation for 1000 iterations, or equiva-
lently, 100 time units. For clarity in the figures, output is
shown for a smaller representative time window. Figures
2.a and 2.b show the time evolution of the full-rank UKF
and adaptive-rank UKF state estimates, respectively. The two
estimates preserve all of the qualitative features of the true
state and deviate from it with similar errors as evidenced
by comparison of longitudinal mean square errors in figure
3.a. The greater average error for the adaptive algorithm is
explained by the differences in the estimates of the error
covariance matrix. The adaptive filter underestimates the
magnitude of the covariance as shown by the trace plots
in figure 3.b because the algorithm is designed to keep only
the variance contribution of the leading eigenvalues at every
iteration. In this experiment, we set the truncation threshold
in equation 12 at 99.9% for the state variance, 80% for the
process variance, and 99.9% for the measurement variance.

For an alternate representation of the estimate error, the
cross section at the 20th latitude index is shown in figure
4.a for the true, full, and adaptive estimates along with the
square root of the sparse nonlinear observations indicated by
the black dots. The curves lie nearly on top of one another.
Note that with the square measurement function, there are no
negative observations. For the marginal sacrifice in accuracy,
we achieve runtime improvements with the adaptive filter of
about 25% over the full UKF.

Figure 4.b shows the evolution of the rank of the error
covariance. Initialized with full rank, L = 100, the rank
quickly diminishes to values oscillating around Lr = 70. We
set a lower limit on the state-covariance rank at p = 16 to
prevent rank collapse from which the covariance would be
unrecoverable. The rank saturates at Lr = p+ pw + pv = 68
because for the constant process and measurement covari-
ances truncated at the 80th and 99.9th percentiles, their
respective ranks will always be pw = 32 and pv = 20.

In this case, Lr is dominated by the ranks of the process
and measurement noise covariances, pw and pv. Most of
the improvement in the overall rank is due to the decrease
in p. This low effective dimension of the error subspace
corresponding to the state variables may indicate potential to
further reduce the rank of the error subspace corresponding to
the process noise variables. Designing alternative strategies
to minimize the noise subspaces is an interesting area for
future work.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented an efficient algorithm for nonlinear
state estimation of high dimensional systems using a rank-
adaptive unscented Kalman filter. The cost savings of the
algorithm are two-fold, in that the number of sigma points
is adapted to capture only the dominant state and noise
variances, and the covariance information is propagated in
a factored form.

We demonstrated the concept of the algorithm with suc-
cessful performance on the L96 system, an abstract, chaotic
model of the atmosphere. Future applications will include
higher dimensional and more diverse systems. Current work
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Fig. 1. (a) The state of the L96 system squared. Black dots indicate the
exact location of nonlinear observations made in space and time. (b) True
state of the L96 system at 40 discrete longitudes.
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Fig. 2. (a) The state estimated with a full-rank UKF. (b) The state estimated
by an adaptive-rank UKF.

is quantifying the cost-accuracy trade off to fully understand
the benefit of adaptive covariance rank. It may be that
the advantages are specific to the system in question. For
example, in a system where the errors do not collapse
onto a significantly smaller subspace, to achieve significant
improvement in computational cost, more than an acceptable
amount of accuracy would be sacrificed.

Additionally, theory development will be ongoing as we
explore strategies for reducing the rank of the process and
measurement noise covariances when all of the singular
values are of leading order. We will also extend the algorithm
to the more general family of SPKFs including variations on
the UKF, such as alternative sigma point configurations and
weighting schemes.
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